Meetings in Six Different Parts of the City Adopt the Following Resolution—Protest at the Ballot Box—Wipe Paedo-bromidy from the Continent—Vote the Socialist Ticket.

In response to the call of the Socialist party of Chicago, six large meetings were held in different parts of the city, after listening to a recital of the facts with the unanimous outcries putting off the paedo-bromidy movement—Vote for the Socialist ticket.

The economic movement

We are often heard to be told, ‘Dollars and cents.’ Indeed, thus pittance—that is the American business man’s idea of work. The laboring people are at least workmen—yet they are made to feel that they are only something to make dollars and cents. The Americans are the only people to whom the work of paedo-bromidy is made to be a pleasurable occupation.

It is further to be understood that, in the authorship of the paedo-bromidy, it is not the wages they have been wont to give; it is not the conditions of the working class that are the cause of the paedo-bromidy. It is the system of paedo-bromidy that is the cause of the paedo-bromidy. The paedo-bromidy is made to be a pleasure to the working class, yet it is the work of paedo-bromidy that is the cause of the paedo-bromidy.
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A SENSATIONAL EXPOSURE.

Thomas W. Lawson, the Dethroned Trust Magnate, Puts Back the Curtain — The Daring Desperation of Modern Capitalism to Be Described by One Who Knows.

What proceeds to be one of the most sensational disclosures of the modern methods of the high trust in American business? The recent revelations of Mr. Thomas W. Lawson, the former head of the Doremus Trust, are causing a great stir. In his new book, "The Daring Desperation of Modern Capitalism," Mr. Lawson describes his experiences as one of the key figures in the trust conspiracy. His account is accompanied by dramatic photographs and documents that add weight to his assertions.

What you will learn about the trust will shock you. Mr. Lawson's revelations expose the inner workings of the trust and reveal how its members manipulate the market to their advantage. His candid storytelling will take you on a journey through the dark underbelly of American business.

Don't miss this opportunity to learn about the shocking truth behind the trust. Order your copy today!
WORK IN THE STATE

Comrade John Collins arrived here Monday night. He reported that he had worked 7 weeks on one of the new Elgin Steel rail cars and had worked on the new Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Steel rail car for the same time. Comrade Collins added a number of other details about the conditions at the plant. The outflotation of the workers is very marked and the workers are highly agitated.

FROM NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
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THIRD NATIONAL SOCIALIST CONGRESS

In accordance with the laws of the Socialist Labor Party the Third National Socialist Congress is called to convene at the National Hall of Labor, 842 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill., on Monday, July 26, 1904, at 9:00 a.m., for the purpose of conducting the business of the party.

The following list includes the candidates for the various offices:

NATIONAL OFFICERS:

President: E. N. Hirschfeld
Vice-President: J. J. Diepenbrock
Secretary: M. C. Sorenson
Treasurer: W. J. DeWitt

DEPARTMENTAL OFFICERS:

Education: W. J. DeWitt
Organizing: J. J. Diepenbrock
Publicity: E. N. Hirschfeld

COMMITTEE ON ORGANIZING:


SOCIAL NOTES

Last Friday was our well known comrade, Paul Perry, married to Miss Edith E. Perry, of the Chicago Tribune. The wedding was held in the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Perry, 2222 N. Oakley Ave., and the reception followed in the American Hotel. The wedding party was composed of the following:

BRIDE:

Paul Perry, Groom

BRIDEGROOM:

Paul Perry, Groom

BRIDE'S MOTHER:

Mrs. H. W. Perry, Mother of the Bride

BRIDE'S FATHER:

Mr. H. W. Perry, Father of the Bride

BROTHERS:

Mr. A. W. Perry, Mr. H. W. Perry, Mr. C. W. Perry

SISTERS:

Mrs. E. E. Perry, Mrs. C. W. Perry

WITNESSES:

Mr. H. W. Perry, Mr. C. W. Perry

The wedding was a simple affair and the bride and groom left in the evening for their honeymoon.

THEOPHILE NETTER

LIEBIG'S WINE TONIC

FORMERLY SPECIALOFFER

Comrade C. C. DORENSEN

131 S. DEARBORN STREET

HOEY'S 5 CENT BEER

AND 5 CENT TONIC

GRAND PREMIUM OFFER

LABRIOLA'S ESSAYS

Theo. Labriola, a frequent contributor to the Chicago Socialist, has published a series of essays which are of great interest and value to all workers. The essays cover a wide range of topics, from the history of the working class movement to the current political and social issues of the day. The essays are written in a clear and concise style, and are sure to be of great interest to any reader who is interested in the struggle for social justice.

LOTSA FOR SALE

We have for a limited time a few Liebig's Tonic, now $1.05 at the store, that we will sell for $0.50. We also have a few Washington Post newspapers that we will sell for $0.25.

WARMBOLD Photographe In All Its Branches 1508 W. LINCOLN PARK E. PARIS AVE.

If you would like to see our German Socialist Officers on our Socialist Ticket, buy a ticket.

PETER SIESSMAN, Lawyer, 158 N. Armitage Ave.

GEO. F. MACDONALD, 207 N. Armitage Ave., Printer.

Lee and Macdonald, Printers.

A special offer of Liebig's 5 Cent Tonic and Liebig's 5 Cent Beer is available for a limited time.

THE SOCIALIST

J. J. MEYER

J. A. METZ

MANUFACTURERS

OHIO Lunch Room

130 NORTH CLARK STREET

J. J. MEYER

Comrade C. C. Sorenson, the editor of the Chicago Socialist, has published a series of essays which are of great interest and value to all workers. The essays cover a wide range of topics, from the history of the working class movement to the current political and social issues of the day. The essays are written in a clear and concise style, and are sure to be of great interest to any reader who is interested in the struggle for social justice.
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THE SIXTH ANNUAL
SOCIALIST PICNIC
is to be held at the Beautiful Grove, 28 miles South of Chicago, on the Illinois Central R. R. known as
ELLIOTT'S PARK
Sunday August 7, 1904.

Prize Racing and Athletic Feats, Dancing, Bowling, Speaking, Excellent Dancing Pavilion and First-Class Music.

THE NATIONAL PLATFORM
OF THE SOCIALIST PARTY
Adopted by the Convention of the Socialist Party of the United States of America, at Chicago, May 1 to May 6, 1904.
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